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Undercounter:



A room is like a canvas. Each facet intermingles to create a fulfilling living environment.  It is an opportunity to create a space that is 

uniquely you, with broad strokes, minute details and everything in between.

That’s where U-Line comes in. Like a theme or element that is an enriching contrast in a work of art, U-Line’s complete collection of 

built-in undercounter ice making, refrigeration and wine preservation products offers distinctive aesthetics and attributes. 

For over four decades, the name U-Line has been synonymous with innovation, quality and selection. We focus exclusively on the 

built-in undercounter market and have achieved status unmatched in this segment of the appliance industry. Today, the Échelon Series 

and Origins Series models make U-Line the touchstone for style and full-featured convenience.

Often imitated, but never duplicated, U-Line is practicality and convenience 

succumbing to indulgence. If you have life in your rooms, you have room 

in your life for U-Line.

3

For Every Room There is a U-Line®
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Échelon Series: Best-in-Class

Since its introduction, U-Line’s Échelon Series has dazzled with its elegant, high-style appearance, flowing contours, exclusive features 

and exceptional model diversity. From superior clear ice making technology to drawers that make organization a breeze, Échelon 

sets a standard by which all others will continue to be measured.

Today‘s Échelon Series models complement each room they inhabit with pristine lines, thoughtfully integrated handles, Touch Control 

Digital Technology, contoured interiors and a racy yet understated grille. Like its owner, a home that is a sanctuary deserves the very 

best. Échelon takes luxury to a level without peer.

Take a closer look: the difference is in the details.

31 2
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S E R I E S

1. Control: Touch Control Digital Technology puts a full-featured easy-view command center 
 that manages temperature, key model functions and alerts, right at your fingertips.

2. Handles: Optional commercial style handle available on stainless steel models.

3. Interiors: Black interiors on Beverage Centers, Drawers and Wine Captain® models enhance visual appeal.

4. Storage: Elegantly contoured adjustable in-door storage offers convenient access to a variety of container sizes.  

5. Overlay:  Optional full overlay custom door or drawer panel provides ultimate integration into the surrounding décor. 

6. Shelf: Fully encapsulated, curved glass shelves gracefully contain spills.

7. Dual-Zone: Select Échelon Wine Captain® models feature dual temperature zone technology and door or drawer access. 

When you can have the best of everything, 

why deny your desires?

4 5

Luxury is often about the little things. 

Like never having to worry about whether your wine 

is the perfect temperature, your refrigerator drawers 

are organized, or that your ice is clear and perfectly 

shaped. The details are important to U-Line because 

there are other things more important to you.

76
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Ice Maker

BI-2115 H I G H L I G H T S

- No drain required allows for easy, convenient and inexpensive installation.

- Only requires a 1/4" outside diameter water line connection.

- Daily ice rate of up to 25 lbs.

- Stores up to 25 lbs. of ice.

- Crescent cube size 1/2" W x 3/4" H x 2-1/2" L.

- With a 3/4" overlay panel installation, allow for 135° door swing to ensure easy removal of the ice bin.

For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

With a graceful interior and exterior 

design, U-Line takes ice beyond 

necessity to luxury. The Échelon 

Series Ice Maker provides both style 

and performance, using less than 

three gallons of water to produce 

and store up to 25 pounds of ice.

The BI-2115 offers an abundance of crescent-shaped ice.
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S E R I E S

CLR2160 H I G H L I G H T S

- Highest daily ice rate of up to 60 lbs.

- Stores up to 30 lbs. of ice.

- Produces 32 ice cubes (7/8" W x 7/8" H x 7/8" L) per cycle.

- Touch Control Digital Technology.

- Easy self-cleaning process takes less than 45 minutes.

- No defrosting required.

- Electronic Control Module monitors ice making operation to ensure maximum daily ice production.

- Heavy-duty ice scoop.

- Ships with a drain line kit for easier installation.

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

Clear Ice Maker
Style and taste served on the rocks. 

Producing elegantly shaped, clear ice 

cubes, the CLR2160 is the ultimate in 

clear ice making technology. It boasts 

the highest daily ice production of 

any ice maker in its class.

For those applications that do not have  
access to a gravity-assisted drain, a drain  
pump must be installed. We strongly  
recommend the use of our sealed and  
permanently lubricated P60 pump.

The CLR2160 is one of the quietest clear ice makers available.

Air Temp./Water Temp.       Daily Ice Production

 70° F/50° F 60 lbs. of ice

 80° F/50° F 55 lbs. of ice

 90° F/70° F 51 lbs. of ice

 100° F/70° F 44 lbs. of ice

CLR2160 Daily Ice Production Rates:

Production rates shown are average and variances are normal.

Touch Control Digital Technology:

 Going out of town? Easily turn your ice maker off.

Three-hour temporary shut down, if the need arises.

 Self-cleaning process is simple to initiate and the unit

 automatically returns to ice making mode once clean.
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Wine Captain® Models
 Dual-Zone

2275ZWC

Three -bott le  wine caddy s l ides  out 

for  convenience and easy  t ranspor t.

Taking the guesswork out of preser ving 

different beverages at the proper ser ving 

temperature, U-Line’s  U-S elec t  system 

features  preset  ranges  for  red,  white  or 

sparkl ing wine as  wel l  as  other  beverages, 

which can be ref ined to  a  speci f ic  degree, 

i f  des i red.

H I G H L I G H T S

- Wine bottle capacity of up to 43 bottles (.75L).

-  Temperature in each zone can be set independently between 34° F and 60° F.

-  Six maple-trimmed, slide-out wine racks are black vinyl coated to prevent bottles from slipping.

-  Interior light can be illuminated for elegant bottle presentation when door is closed.

-  Stable preservation temperature, vibration safe environment and 50% internal relative humidity enable short 

 or longer term preservation.

-  Tinted, thermal-tempered glass door protects your wine collection from potentially harmful light rays.

-  Accepts a custom 2-1/4" wood full overlay frame.

-  A wood full overlay frame MUST be installed on full overlay frame models.

-  Zero clearance with a 3/4" thick frame for full overlay frame models.

For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

A U-Line Wine Captain will impress 

and inspire with cellar conditions 

for a small collection or additional 

preservation capacity for those with 

extensive collections. Dual-Zone 

Technology allows temperatures to 

be set independently in each zone 

of the cabinet between 34° F and 

60° F. The U-Select™ system features 

preset ranges at the ideal serving 

temperatures for red wine, white wine, 

sparkling wine or other beverages. 

Ful l  ex tension s l ide - out  wine racks  provide

easy  access.

Temperatures can be easily adjusted for each part of 

the cabinet using Touch Control Digital Technology.

Shown with optional commercial style handle 

available on stainless steel models.
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S E R I E S

Dual-Zone 2275ZWC (top) and 2275DWRW (bottom) 

complemented by a BI-2115 ice maker.

JP
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The 2275DWRW makes elegant bottle presentation effortless.

Wine Captain® Drawer
 Dual-Zone

2275DWRW H I G H L I G H T S

- Wine bottle capacity of up to 43 bottles (.75L).

- Temperature in each drawer can be set independently between 40° F and 60° F.

- Wine racks are black vinyl coated to prevent bottles from slipping.

- Interior lights can be illuminated for elegant bottle presentation when drawer is closed.

- Stable preservation temperature, vibration safe environment and 50% internal relative humidity enable short 
or longer term preservation.

- Tinted, thermal-tempered glass door protects your wine collection from potentially harmful light rays.

- Product designed for built-in installation. Anchoring required.

For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

Note: If 3/4" full overlay frames are not installed on the full overlay frame model, black sculpted handles must be ordered

(P/N: 18042-BLK) – one for each drawer.

Steps beyond your standard cellar, 

the exclusive two-drawer U-Line Wine 

Captain model continues U-Line’s 

rich tradition of appliance innovation 

and industry firsts. Each drawer can 

maintain its own unique temperature, 

providing the flexibility of different 

preservation options to house wines 

that suit your preference. 

Shown with optional commercial style handle available 

on stainless steel models.

D ual  Touch Control  D igital  Technology 

puts the ability to see and set the temperature 

for  each drawer  at  your  f inger t ips.

Three -bott le  wine caddy s l ides  out 

on e ither  s ide  of  the  unit  for  easy 

wine transpor t.

Th b l i dd l id

Ful l  ex tension s l ide - out  wine racks  with 

black  v inyl  coat ing al low for  easy  access  and 

prevent  bott les  f rom s l ipping.
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Wine Captain® Models
 Triple Temperature Zone

U-Line’s signature triple temperature zone

design adds versatility in preservation,

housing three different types of wine at

their optimum serving temperatures or

safely preserving a single type of wine

throughout the entire cabinet. As the first

North American appliance manufacturer

to develop a residential wine preservation

unit, U-Line understands that proper

preservation is critical for wine and has

engineered all Wine Captain models to

provide a safe and stable environment.

A sleek and sophisticated black interior graces each unit.

H I G H L I G H T S

-  Wine bottle capacity:  2175WC – up to 48 bottles (.75L);  2115WC – up to 24 bottles (.75L).

- Full extension slide-out wine racks with black vinyl coating allow for easy access and prevent bottles from slipping.

- Gently curved maple-trimmed wine racks can be stained to match surrounding décor.

- Exclusive maple-trimmed fixed lower wine rack display with integrated Touch Control Digital Technology.

- Adjustable on/off interior light permits elegant closed door presentation. Automatically shuts off after four hours.  

- Stable temperature, vibration safe environment and 50% internal relative humidity enable optimum preservation.

- Tinted, thermal-tempered glass door protects your wine collection from potentially harmful UV light rays.

- A wood full overlay frame MUST be installed on full overlay frame models.

- Zero clearance with a 3/4" thick frame for full overlay frame models.

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.
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Ranges listed refer to product temperature.

The Right Temperature for the Right Wine

Top: Approx. 55° F (13° C) red wines 

Middle: Approx. 50° F (10° C) white wines

Bottom: Approx. 45° F (7° C) sparkling wines

S E R I E S

Complement your décor with a custom wood full 

overlay frame model.
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Combo® Model
 Ice Maker/Refrigerator

CO2175FF H I G H L I G H T S
- Patented frost-free technology.

- No drain required allows for easy, convenient and inexpensive installation.

- Only requires a 1/4" outside diameter water line connection.

- Daily ice rate of up to 8 lbs.

- Stores up to 13 lbs. of ice.

- Crescent cube size 1/2" W x 3/4" H x 2-1/2" L.

- Refrigeration capacity of 4.2 cubic feet.

- Removable clear crisper drawer optimizes product storage.

- Contoured, adjustable in-door storage shelves accommodate larger containers – even a two-liter bottle.

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

The CO2175FF with 3/4" overlay panel is the perfect 

combination of form and function.

Touch Control Digital Technology:

 Set and see refrigeration temperature easily.

 “Ice off ” when you’re out of town.

An indispensable indulgence, 

the Combo model brings together 

abundant ice supply, generous 

refrigeration capacity and the 

convenience of frost-free technology.  



The CLRCO2175 is exclusive to U-Line.
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S E R I E SClear Combo® Model 
 Clear Ice Maker/Refrigerator

CLRCO2175 H I G H L I G H T S
- No defrosting required.

- Refrigeration capacity of 2.5 cubic feet.

- Daily ice rate of up to 40 lbs.

- Stores up to 15 lbs. of ice.

- Produces 32 ice cubes (7/8" W x 7/8" H x 7/8" L) per cycle.

- Easy, self-cleaning process for ice maker takes less than 45 minutes. 

- Heavy-duty ice scoop.

- Contoured, adjustable in-door storage shelves accommodate larger containers – even a two-liter bottle. 

- Ships with a drain line kit for easier installation. 

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

Combining the luxury of clear ice with 

the convenience of a refrigerator in just 

24 inches of space, the Échelon Clear 

Combo model is the only innovation of 

its kind in the appliance market. 
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For those applications that do not have 
access to a gravity-assisted drain, a drain 
pump must be installed. We strongly 
recommend the use of our sealed and 
permanently lubricated P60 pump.

Touch Control Digital Technology:

 Set and see refrigeration temperature easily.

 Going out of town? Easily turn your ice maker off.

Three-hour temporary shut down, if the need arises.

 Self-cleaning process is simple to initiate and the unit

 automatically returns to ice making mode once clean.
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C2275DWR H I G H L I G H T S
- Patented frost-free technology.

- Daily ice rate of up to 6 lbs. 

- Stores up to 10 lbs. of ice.

- Top drawer is dedicated to refrigeration with exclusive organizational features.

- Lower drawer equipped with ice maker and functional frozen food storage.

- Cubic capacity:  Top – approx. 3 cubic feet;  Lower – approx. 2 cubic feet.

- Touch Control Digital Technology makes setting and seeing the temperature easy. 

- Product designed for built-in installation. Anchoring required.

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

 Note: If 3/4" full overlay panels are not installed on full overlay panel model, integrated handles must be ordered

 (P/N: 26070-01-S) – one for each drawer.

The U-Line Combo Drawer model 

delivers three appliances in one 

innovative package. This two-drawer 

unit has it all, refrigeration, freezer 

and ice making capacity, uniting 

convenience, performance and style.

Clear  top organizer  b in  puts  food,  wine and t wo -l i ter  bott les 

within  easy  reach.  S l ide  & D iv ide  O rganizer  adjusts 

ef for t less ly  to  keep i tems of  d i f ferent  s izes  conveniently 

in  place  throughout  the rest  of  the  drawer.

Lower  drawer  houses  both the ice  maker  and f reezer. 

The freezer maintains temperatures between 0° F and 5° F.

Combo® Drawer 
 Refrigerator/Freezer/Ice Maker
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S E R I E S

The C2275DWR is three appliances in 24" of space.
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Refrigerator/Freezer

2175RF H I G H L I G H T S
- Patented frost-free technology.

- Vertical freezer design allows for greater storage options including frozen pizzas or a half-gallon 
 container of ice cream.

- Touch Control Digital Technology makes setting and seeing the temperature easy.

- Exclusive removable clear crisper drawer optimizes product storage.

- Contoured, adjustable in-door storage shelves accommodate larger containers – even a two-liter bottle.

- Freezer maintains 0° F to +5° F.

- 4.2 cubic feet of refrigeration; 1.5 cubic feet of freezer.

For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

More convenience, more flexibility. 

Offering additional capacity for the 

kitchen or the flexibility of storing 

both refrigerated and frozen items 

wherever they are needed, the 

2175RF is the industry’s only built-in 

undercounter refrigerator/freezer 

with frost-free technology. 

Stainless Steel 2175RF (center) complements the BI-2115 (left).
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S E R I E SRefrigerators

H I G H L I G H T S

- Automatic defrost.

- Refrigeration capacity:  2175R – 5.7 cubic feet;  2115R – 3.3 cubic feet.

- Touch Control Digital Technology makes setting and seeing the temperature easy.

- Contoured, adjustable in-door storage shelves accommodate larger containers.

- Quiet operation.

- ENERGY STAR qualified refrigerators include 2175R and 2115R.

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

Échelon Refrigerators are the 

ultimate in convenience. Place 

a refrigerator wherever you 

need one: next to a food prep 

area, complementing the kid’s 

zone, in the bar – even in your 

bathroom to keep cosmetics 

cool or in a home gym for 

workout refreshments. Both 

Échelon refrigerators meet 

Energy Star qualifications.

Clear removable crisper drawer optimizes product storage 

in model 2175R.

Enhance your lifestyle with extra storage anywhere.

Fully encapsulated, contoured glass shelves contain spills.
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Refrigerator Drawer

2275DWRR

- Unique, three-piece organizing system increases storage capacity. 

- Touch Control Digital Technology makes setting and seeing the temperature easy.

- Automatic defrost.

- Full extension, heavy-duty drawer-slides allow easy access to back of drawers.

- Product designed exclusively for built-in installation. Anchoring required.

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5, 24-25 and 34-37.

Product Note:  If 3/4" full overlay panels are not installed on full overlay panel model, black integrated
handles must be ordered (P/N: 26070-01-S) – one for each drawer.

Revolutionizing this category in 

versatility and convenience, U-Line 

offers more capacity than most 

drawer models available, in only 

24 inches of space. What makes 

this unit truly cutting edge is the 

three-piece organizing system 

that maximizes internal storage 

while keeping items in place and

within easy reach.

Organizer 1: Top Bin 

The clear top organizer bin accommodates food as 

well  as wine and two-liter bottles.  Located at the 

rear of the drawer, the bin slides smoothly allowing 

easy access to all  items in or underneath the bin.

O rganizer  2 :  S l ide  & D iv ide 

The Sl ide  & D iv ide  System easi ly  adjusts  to  securely 

hold  i tems of  d i f ferent  s ize  such as  meats,  cheeses, 

beverages  and even tal l  i tems such as  mi lk  and 

orange ju ice.  S l ide  & D iv ide  f i ts  into  the top or 

bottom drawer  (shipped in  top drawer) .

Organizer 3: Clear Crisper

The clear crisper in the bottom drawer slides 

out on either side of the unit for flexible 

accessibility.  A clear glass crisper shelf 

provides a view of its contents and is 

completely removable to allow storage of 

tall  items.



2275DWRR full overlay panel model shown. 19

S E R I E S



20 Entertain in a comfortable and stylish setting with U-Line elegance.
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Refreshing in style and convenience, 

the Échelon Beverage Center models 

offer you the option of sleek stainless 

steel or the integrated look of custom 

millwork. Whether you want to reach 

for a soda in the solarium, a glass of 

wine in the great room or a water 

bottle near the hot tub, U-Line has 

what you’re thirsting for.

22

Beverage Center

2175BEV H I G H L I G H T S
-  Refrigeration capacity of 6 cubic feet.

-  Wine bottle capacity of up to 16 bottles (.75L).

- Approximate temperatures: Wine racks 45° F; Glass shelves 38° F.

- Touch Control Digital Technology makes setting and seeing the temperature easy.

- Two maple-trimmed wine racks in the top of the unit can be stained to match surrounding décor.

- Two removable glass shelves.

- Holds up to (48) 12 oz. bottles and (63) 12 oz. cans.

The 2175BEV is a player in any room.
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S E R I E SStainless Steel

STAINLESS STEEL H I G H L I G H T S
- To accommodate different design and installation needs, stainless steel units must
 be ordered right- or left-hand door hinged.

- All Échelon Stainless Steel drawer models feature a black vinyl cabinet.

- Proper cleaning and maintenance required on outdoor models.

- Approximate ambient temperature for outdoor use range from 45° F to 110° F.

- Optional commercial style handle is available for purchase.

- ENERGY STAR qualified refrigerators include 2175R and 2115R.

Indulgences in today’s entertaining 

environments extend beyond the 

confines of traditional boundaries. 

Indoors or out, the Échelon Stainless 

Steel models can take you from 

sunrise to sunset in style.

 

For over 40 years, U-Line 

products have been used in 

outdoor applications. Many 

Échelon Stainless Steel models 

are deemed suitable for 

outdoor use by Underwriters

Laboratory (UL).

Series Includes: 
  BI-2115, CLR2160, 

2115R

Series Includes: 
CO2175FF, CLRCO2175,  

2175RF, 2175R

2115WC2175WC

Series Includes: 
2275DWRR, C2275DWR

Outdoor Stainless Steel 
Products

These stainless steel models are 
deemed suitable for outdoor use 
by Underwriters Laboratory (UL).

BI-2115 

CLR2160 

CO2175FF 

2175RF 

2175R 

2115R 

2275DWRW

2175BEV

Standard sculpted handle shown.

BI-2115 

CLR2160 

CO2175FF

CLRCO2175

2175WC

2115WC 

2275ZWC

2275DWRW 

C2275DWR 

2275DWRR

2175RF 

2175R 

2115R 

2175BEV

Optional Commercial 
Style Handle Available

Stainless Steel Models

2275ZWC
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Integration

INTEGRATION H I G H L I G H T S
- All Échelon black and white models accept a 3/4" full overlay panel or frame.

- Use of an optional 3/4" overlay panel requires the separate purchase of a kit (P/N: U-OL2175, U-OL2115, 
 please specify black or white), excluding the Beverage Center, Drawer and Wine Captain® Models.

- Full overlay panel and frame models for Drawer, Beverage Center and Wine Captain Models ship overlay ready.

- The above models are unfinished and a full custom overlay frame MUST be installed. 

- Consumer must supply and install their own custom door panel or frame to match their décor.

- Models remain zero clearance with a 3/4" full overlay panel or frame. 

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 4-5 and 34-37.

 For Overlay Frame Install Guides, please visit http://www.u-line.com/specs/index.cfm.

While appliances can confirm your 

savvy, isn’t it nice to define your own 

style? U-Line Échelon models enable 

you to enjoy the convenience of 

ice making, refrigeration and wine 

preservation, discreetly, anywhere. 

You can extend the look of your 

cabinetry throughout a room 

seamlessly with full custom overlay 

panels and frames.

Providing the appearance of  popular  deep drawers, 

the custom ful l  overlay panel  Combo® and refr igerator 

drawer models  put  your  st yle  center  stage.



S E R I E S

Integration creates a sophisticated environment. 25
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With more than forty years of legendary innovations, design patents and world firsts, U-Line has remained committed to an 

exclusive focus on undercounter ice making, refrigeration and wine storage. Forever pushing the industry to higher standards,

we have continued to revolutionize the Origins Series with an even higher level of styling, features and technology.

Our vision today is to, once again, achieve a caliber of excellence that enriches your life with unsurpassed sophistication and 

convenience. Clean, commercial lines. Push button digital controls. Elegant interior spaces. The Origins Series elevates all the 

signature features you expect from U-Line to an exceptional level of performance, value and style.

The difference is in the details. Take a closer look.

Origins Series: There’s Nothing Like an Original

1 2 3
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S E R I E S

Why undercounter? 

Why not have it all?  

4 5

Every day should be one worth toasting.

Live life to its fullest, share your passions and 

savor each moment. U-Line helps you do it all in 

style and keep your cool with products designed 

to integrate into your lifestyle today and inspire 

your tomorrows.

1. Control: Push button digital control makes setting and seeing temperatures easy.

2. Interior:
 Convenient, adjustable in-door storage and refined interior styling 

 enhance capacity.

3. Styling: Clean lines and integrated handle provide a bold look.

4. Stainless:
 Commercial-style stainless steel handle and door complement the black

 cabinet and grille on stainless models.

5. Insert: Most models accept 1/4" door panel inserts for a custom look.

6. Sizes: ADA compliant models and special sizes meet unique needs.

6
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Ice Makers

H I G H L I G H T S
-  No drain required allows for easy, convenient and inexpensive installation.

- Only requires a 1/4" outside diameter water line connection.

-

- Ice storage capacity: BI-98 – BI-95 –

-

-

-

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 26-27 and 34-37.

Compact and convenient, the 

Origins BI series offers both 

streamlined styling and ADA 

compliance. As developer and 

manufacturer of the world’s first 

built-in undercounter residential 

and light commercial ice maker, 

U-Line maintains its position at 

the forefront of the industry. 

Ice and easy – BI models put convenience at hand.
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Crescent-shaped cubes and refrigeration: an ideal pair.

29

S E R I E SCombo® Models
 Ice Maker/Refrigerator

H I G H L I G H T S

- 

-

-

-

- Daily ice rate/storage capacity: CO29FF

-

- Refrigeration capacity: 

-

For additional feature information, please refer to pages 26-27 and 34-37.

Product Note: Right-hand door swing on CO1175 shown above. With left-hand door swing installation, allow for 145° door 
swing on CO29FF/CO29 and 125° on CO1175 to ensure easy removal of ice bin. 

With an ever-abundant supply 

of ice and ample refrigeration 

capacity, the Origins Combo 

Ice Maker/Refrigerator models 

are the ideal combination of 

functionality and convenience. 

Choose between two different 

defrost technologies to suit your 

lifestyle and ice making needs. 
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H I G H L I G H T S

Bringing the convenience of a personal wine cellar 

to any location in the home, a U-Line Wine Captain 

is the perfect companion for entertaining – or 

just relaxing. U-Line’s unique triple temperature zone 

design adds versatility in preservation, housing three 

different types of wine at their optimum serving 

temperatures or safely preserving a single type of wine 

throughout the entire cabinet.

Managing the wine preser vation environment is  effor t less  with 

the push button digital  control  in  the lower bottle  retainer  of  the 

1175WC and 1115WC models.

Ranges listed refer to product temperature.

Top: Approximately 55° F (13° C) red wines 

Middle:

Bottom: Approximately 45° F (7° C) sparkling wines

The Right Temperature for the Right Wine

The bold  des ign of  the  black  O r igins  Wine Captain 

models  inc ludes  an integrated handle.

- Wine bottle capacity: 1175WC 1075WC – up to 48 bottles (.75L); 1115WC – up to 24 bottles (.75L).

- Slide-out wine racks allow for easy access to bottles.  

-

-

-

-

- 

-

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 26-27 and 34-37.

 Product Note: When installing a black model, allow for 145° door swing to ensure wine racks slide out.  

1175WC with push button digital control.

1075WC with simple dial control.

Wine Captain® Models
Triple Temperature Zone
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S E R I E S
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Refrigerators

Featuring the widest selection of 

refrigerators, U-Line offers the most 

usable refrigeration capacity, bright 

and open interiors, flexible shelf 

locations, and in-door storage. 

The cleverly-designed lower shelf 

retainer integrates the convenient 

push button digital control.

Committed to environmental 

sustainability, U-Line proudly 

manfactures Origins refrigerator 

models 1175R and 29R to Energy 

Star standards.

H I G H L I G H T S
-  Automatic defrost.

-  Refrigeration capacity: 1175R – 5.7 cubic feet; 1115R – 3.3 cubic feet; 29R – 3.5 cubic feet.

- Push button digital control on 1175R and 1115R makes setting and seeing the temperature easy.

-

-

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 26-27 and 34-37.

Refreshment gets down to business in the home office.
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Beverage Centers

One unit, countless storages opportunities.

H I G H L I G H T S
-  Refrigeration capacity of 6 cubic feet.

- Wine bottle capacity of up to 16 bottles (.75L).

- Approximate temperatures: Wine racks 45° F; Glass shelves 38° F.

- Push button digital control on the 1175BEV makes setting and seeing the temperature easy.

-

- Two maple-trimmed wine racks in the top of the unit can be stained to match surrounding décor.

- Two removable glass shelves.

-

 For additional feature information, please refer to pages 26-27 and 34-37.

S E R I E S

The U-Line Origins Beverage Center 

outfits any room with the amenities that

make entertaining easier and life more 

enjoyable. Designed to accommodate 

a variety of different sizes and types of 

beverages, this attractive appliance puts 

convenience within arm’s reach.

The lower shelf retainer of the 1175BEV incorporates 

a push button digital control for added convenience.

The 1075BEV includes a dial temperature control 

in its classic grille.



Refrigerator/
Freezer

Ice Makers Wine Captain® Models Combo® Models Refrigerators Drawers
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Features at a Glance

+ Defrost Technology 

++

+++

 ++++

M A D E I N

T H E U S A

★ ★

™

  BI-2115 CLR2160 2275ZWC 2175WC 2115WC CO2175FF CLRCO2175 2175RF 2175R 2115R 2275DWRW C2275DWR 2275DWRR 2175BEV 

 Stainless 

 Black 

 White 

 *Accepts 1/4" Insert Door Panel **** ****

  ** ** *** *** *** ** ** ** ** ** *** *** *** ***

 Field Reversible Door 

 Optional Commercial Style Handle  

 No Drain Required 

 Ships with Drain Line Kit 

 Approximate Daily Ice Production (lbs.) 25  60     8  40      6    

 Ice Cube Storage Capacity (lbs.) 25  30     13  15       10   

 Refrigeration Capacity (cu. ft.)      4.2  2.5  4.2  5.7  3.3     3.0  5.5 6 

 Freezer Capacity (cu. ft.)        1.5     2.0    

 +Defrost Technology M F A A A F A F A A A F A A 

++Touch Control Digital Technology 

 ++Push Button Digital Control  

 Dial Control 

 Maximum Wine Bottle Capacity   43 48 24      43   16 

 *****Maple-trimmed Slide Out Wine Racks 

 Black Interior  

 In-Door Storage  

 Number of Shelves      3 3 3 3 3    2 

 Interior Light   

 Clear Crisper Drawer   

 Audible Door Open Alarm 

 Self-closing Door Mechanism 

 +++Optional Door Lock 

 Sabbath or  “Black Out” Feature 

 Leveling Legs 

 ENERGY STAR Qualified 

 ++++Outdoor – Stainless Steel Only 

(Excluding Stainless Models)

Beverage 
Center

(Stainless Steel Only)

Accepts 3/4" Overlay Door Panel/Frame
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F E A T U R E S

*

 **

 ***

 ****

 *****

BI-98 BI-95 1175WC 1115WC 1075WC CO1175 CO29FF CO29 1175R 29R 1115R 1175BEV 1075BEV

25  23     18  8  18      

25  12     13  13  13      

     4.2  2.1  2.1  5.7  3.5 3.3 6.0 6.0

            

M M A A A M F M A A A A A 

  48 24 48       16 16

   

       

     3 2 2 3 2.5 3 2 2

 

    

  

  

 

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Specifications at a Glance

  BI-2115 CLR2160 2275ZWC  2175WC 2115WC CO2175FF CLRCO2175 2175RF 2175R 2115R 2275DWRW C2275DWR 2275DWRR 2175BEV 

  34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8" 34-1/8"  34-1/8"  34-1/8" 34-1/8" 

  14-15/16" 14-15/16" 23-15/16" 23-15/16" 14-15/16"  23-15/16" 23-15/16" 23-15/16" 23-15/16" 14-15/16" 23-15/16"     23-15/16"  23-15/16" 23-15/16" 

  23-11/16" 24" 23-1/4" 23-1/4" 23-1/4" 23-11/16" 24" 23-1/4" 23-1/4" 23-1/4" 22-15/16" 23-11/16"  23-1/4" 23-1/4" 

  21-7/16" 21-3/4" 21" 21" 21" 21-7/16" 21-3/4" 21" 21" 21" 21" 21-7/16"  21" 21" 

  3-3/8" 3-3/8" 3-3/8" 3-3/8"  3-3/8"   3-3/8"  3-3/8"  3-3/8"  3-3/8"  3-3/8"  3-3/8"  3-3/8"  3-3/8" 3-3/8" 

  2.5 4.0 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.5 4.0 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.4 2.4 

  18.0  26.5 5.5 9.8 9.8 6.5 26.5 6.5 9.8 9.8 5.5 26.5 6.5 9.8 

  94 lbs.  100 lbs.  144 lbs.  144 lbs.  112 lbs.  136 lbs.  143 lbs. 130 lbs.  122 lbs.  88 lbs. 158 lbs. 158 lbs.  152 lbs. 120 lbs. 

  92 lbs.  100 lbs.  144 lbs.  144 lbs.  114 lbs.  132 lbs.  137 lbs. 124 lbs.  116 lbs.  86 lbs. 162 lbs. 162 lbs.  159 lbs.   120 lbs.  

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:

All products available in 110/115 voltage 60 cycle. Optional 220/230 voltage 50/60 cycle noted on specific products. 

At 220V, the amps are decreased by approximately 50 percent.

DOOR CLEARANCE INFORMATION does not apply to drawer models:

Zero clearance on all Échelon black or white units when installed with custom full overlay door panel/frame.

Zero clearance on all Échelon and Origins black or white units when installed with a 1/4" flush insert panel. Allow proper 
 clearance for a raised insert panel.

 Allow 2-1/2" clearance, on hinge side, for a 90 degree door opening when installed against a wall 
 on all Stainless Steel models.

Please visit www.u-line.com for additional information.

 When built-in, U-Line products do not require additional air space for ventilation on top, sides or rear. 

 Front grille (E) must be unobstructed for proper ventilation.       

 Installation requirement: MUST add 1/4" to overall width for proper installation.

 All Échelon products have up to a one inch height extension.

 Origins 1175WC, 1115WC, CO1175, 1175BEV, 1175R and 1115R have up to a one inch height extension.

 For CLR2160 and CLRCO2175, depth with door includes drain tube.

 For BI-98 and BI-95, add 1-1/2" to depth for water line connection.

 For detailed specification drawings and installation guides on a particular model, please visit www.u-line.com 

 or call U-Line directly.

 For panel specifications, please visit www.u-line.com or call U-Line for detailed preparation & installation 

 instructions prior to ordering panels, full overlay panels and/or full overlay frames.

Height (A)

Width (B)

Depth with Door (C)

Depth without Door (D)

Grille Height (E)

ADA Height Compliant

220/230V 50/60Hz CE Mark

Run Amps

Max Start Amps

Approx. Shipping Weight

Approx. Shipping Weight 

Refrigerators
Refrigerator/

FreezerWine Captain® Models Combo® Models DrawersIce Makers

(Black/White)

(Stainless)

Beverage 
Center
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

BI-98 BI-95 1175WC 1115WC 1075WC CO1175 CO29FF CO29 1175R 29R 1115R 1175BEV 1075BEV

27-3/8"  24-3/4"  34-1/8"  34"  34-1/8"  34-1/8"  28-1/2"  28-1/2"  34-1/8" 28-1/2"  34" 34-1/8"  34-1/8"

14-15/16"  13-15/16"  23-15/16"  14-15/16"  23-15/16" 23-15/16"  20-13/16"   20-13/16"   23-15/16"   20-13/16"   14-15/16"  23-15/16" 23-15/16"

20"   17"   23-1/16"  23-1/8"  23-1/16" 24"  24"   24"  23-1/16"   23"  23-1/8"  23-1/16" 23-1/16"

17-3/8"  14-3/8"  20-7/8"  20-5/8"  20-7/8" 21-7/16"  21-7/16"  21-7/16"   20-7/8"  20-7/16"  20-5/8"  20-7/8" 20-7/8"

8-3/4"  8-1/2"  3-1/8"  3-1/8"  3-1/8" 3-1/8"  4-1/2"  4-1/2"   3-1/8"  4-1/2"  3-1/8"  3-1/8" 3-1/8"

2.5 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4

18.0 18.0 9.8 9.8 9.8 18.0 18.0 18.0 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8 9.8

76 lbs.  66 lbs.  132 lbs.  102 lbs.   117 lbs.  104 lbs. 98 lbs. 110 lbs. 92 lbs. 82 lbs.

  134 lbs.  102 lbs.  134 lbs. 119 lbs.      110 lbs.   86 lbs. 126 lbs. 126 lbs.

ULINE EXTENDED WARRANT Y

U-Line’s commitment to provide premium quality products and greater value for our customers is reflected in 

our extended warranty.

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY - From the date of purchase, U-Line covers all parts and labor required to repair or 

replace any product, sold and serviced within the United States and Canada, which proves to be defective in 

materials or workmanship.

FULL FIVE YEAR WARRANTY - From the date of purchase, U-Line covers all parts and labor to repair or replace 

any components that prove to be defective in the sealed system (consisting of the compressor, condenser, 

evaporator, bypass valve, dryer and connecting tube) for all products sold and serviced within the 

United States and Canada. See Warranty for complete details.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

METRIC C O N V E R S I O N S
1 Inch = 2.54 Centimeters

1 Pound = .45 Kilograms

1 Cubic Foot = 28 Liters
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Models at a Glance

BI-2115 CLR2160

Ice Makers Beverage Centers

Black White Stainless* Black White Stainless*

BI-98

Black White

BI-95

Black White

2175BEV

Stainless Full Overlay Frame

1075BEV

Stainless Stainless

1175BEV

Échelon Series

Origins Series

ADA
Height Compliant

ADA
Height Compliant

* Indicates stainless steel models that are deemed suitable for outdoor use by 
 Underwriters Laboratory.



Black White Stainless*

2175R 2115R

Refrigerators & Refrigerator/Freezer Models

1175R 29R

2275DWRR

1115R

2175RF

Échelon Series

Origins Series

Black White Stainless Black StainlessBlack White

Stainless Full Overlay Panel Black White Stainless*Black White Stainless*

ADA
Height Compliant



2175WC 2115WC

Wine Captain® Models

Black White Stainless Black White Stainless

1175WC 1115WC

2275ZWC

1075WC

2275DWRW

Black Stainless Black Stainless Stainless

Stainless Full Overlay Frame

39

Stainless Full Overlay Frame

Échelon Series

Origins Series
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CO2175FF

Combo® Models

Black White Stainless*

CO1175 CO29

C2275DWRR

29COFF

Black Stainless Black WhiteBlack

Échelon Series

Origins Series

Stainless Full Overlay Panel

CLRCO2175

Black White Stainless

ADA
Height Compliant

ADA
Height Compliant
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Phone: 414.354.0300

Fax: 414.354.7905

www.u-line.com
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